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How SEO and UX can
become a dream team
How UX and SEO work together while
uncovering common misconceptions.



SEO and UX as a dream team.

Source: https://about.google/philosophy/?hl=en

"Focus on the user and
all else will follow."

Google's philosophy



UX & SEO -
Same Same,
but different?
While UX and SEO may seem like two
separate concepts, they are actually
closely related. 

A website that is easy to use is more
likely to be user-friendly and
therefore rank higher on search
engine results pages. 

Source: Peter Morville's User Experience Honeycomb Model

SEO and UX as a dream team.



Click Through Rate
Does it seem desirable? 
Is it credible? 

Bounce Rate
Is  it useable? 
Is it accessible? 

Time on Site/Engagement Rate
Is it useful? 
Is it valuable? 

Source: Peter Morville's User Experience Honeycomb Model

SEO and UX as a dream team.



SEO and UX as a dream team.

Source: https://www.the-boutique-agency.de/de/magazin/seo-ux-dream-team#area_5
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SEO relevant content vs.
aesthetic design?



SEO Content UI/UX

SEO relevant Content or
Aesthetic Design?



SEO relevant Content or
Aesthetic Design?

What is the solution to this?

Share briefings between the UX, UI and SEO Teams

Make sure to implement touch-point meetings early on

Teams should communicate any relevant changes that

could affect SEO or UX

Try to find a healthy balance between design and

content, taking into account the search intent of the user

and Content UX



SEO harms the readability
and quality of content.



SEO harms the readability and
quality of content.



SEO harms the readability and
quality of content.

Search Intent

Navigational intent
Informational intent
Commercial intent 
Transactional intent

Search engine's goal is to provide relevant results
for users. If you want to rank in Google, you
must satisfy the search intent behind a query:
 



SEO harms the readability and
quality of content.

Q&A Phrases
For each keyword, there are related questions
that users have and type into search engines. 

If they are answered in the content, this not only
increases the chance of better rankings, but also
enhances the user experience on the landing
page.



SEO harms the readability and
quality of content.

E-E-A-T: Google's Quality
Rater Guidelines 

Experience: Author's first-hand experience
with the subject
Expertise: Author has topical expertise
Authoritativeness: Author's and website's
overall reputation in the industry
Trustworthiness: Accurate, up to date,
credible sources

EXPERIENCE

EXPERTISE

AUTHORITATIVENESS

TRUSTWORTHINESS

E

E
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T

Source: Rachel Handley, Semrush, 2023



SEO harms the readability and
quality of content.

Author Bio & Pages

Job title & function
Years of experience
Published works
Degrees
Social Media Profile

Author bios and pages support the EEAT
evaluation by Google. It can include: 



SEO harms the readability and
quality of content.



SEO harms the readability and
quality of content.



SEO harms the readability and
quality of content.



SEO harms the readability and
quality of content.



High quality images and
animated designs vs. web
performance?



Elaborate image files and animated
page design have a negative impact
on web performance



Elaborate image files and animated
page design have a negative impact
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Elaborate image files and animated
page design have a negative impact
on web performance



Elaborate image files and animated
page design have a negative impact
on web performance

What is the solution to this?
Focus on certain key metrics

Prioritize optimizing Core Web Vitals to ensure a
positive user experience
Set performance budgets to define limits on page size,
load times, and other key metrics.

Image Source: Addy Osmani, addyosmani.com/blog/performance-budgets/



Stuffed mega menus vs.
user-friendly navigation?



"Linking to every page from
a site’s homepage will stop
Google from understanding
a site’s architecture."

Stuffed mega menus vs. user-
friendly navigation?

John Mueller, Google 



Stuffed mega menus vs. user-
friendly navigation?

Keyword
Relevance

User-Friendliness &
Accessibility

Using descriptive anchor
text including keywords for

links can help shape that
page's keyword relevance.

Crawlability
& PageRank

Search engines rely on links to
crawl and index websites.

Important pages should be 1 or
2 clicks away from the

homepage, so Google can easily
find them and PageRank is

passed on to these strategic
sections.

When planning a navigation menu, UX and
accessibility always come first, user signals play an

important role for SEO.



Stuffed mega menus vs. user-
friendly navigation?

Well organized e-commerce
website navigation

Most pages can be reached after
1-4 clicks

Most PageRank on most
important pages

Source: Petra Kis-Herczegh, 2020, Botify

https://www.botify.com/blog/how-to-create-an-seo-friendly-website-navigation-considerations-navigation-types-and-pro-tips


Stuffed mega menus vs. user-
friendly navigation?

Deep site-structure and less
optimal navigation

It takes up to 6 clicks for search
engines and users to find the
important pages

Diluted PageRank

Source: Petra Kis-Herczegh, 2020, Botify

https://www.botify.com/blog/how-to-create-an-seo-friendly-website-navigation-considerations-navigation-types-and-pro-tips


"SEO relevant" landing
pages vs. filter pages?



SEO relevant landing pages
vs. filter pages?



SEO relevant landing pages
vs. filter pages?



"SEO relevant" landing page Filter (and faceted navigation) pages

SEO relevant landing pages
vs. filter pages?

faceted search and filter navigation are often intuitive
and easy to understand. 

 
 
 

Allows users to apply multiple filters and facets
simultaneously to refine their search.

 
 
 
 

The results are often updated in real-time to give users
immediate feedback

 
 
 

Users' preferences and behavior patterns can be
recognized and offer personalize filter options.

 

can be more easily indexed by search engines as they are often
accessible through menus or other navigation structures. 

 
 
 

unique and valuable content, such as descriptions or guides, that
can be useful for both users and search engines.

 
 
 

use specific and optimized meta tags (titles, descriptions, etc.)
that target certain keywords. 

 
 
 

can be used as specific landing pages for PPC campaigns (Pay-
per-Click) or other marketing initiatives.

 
 
 

allows for targeted internal linking to increase the authority and
relevance.

Better Indexing

Unique Content

Optimized Page Metadata

Landing page for SEA

Internal Linking

Clarity

Interactivity

Response Time

Adaptability



SEO relevant landing pages
vs. filter pages?

"Implement product types as filters instead of
categories when most product attributes (e.g., “brand”,

“size”, and “style”) are the same across the product
type"

"Product types as categorie landing page if the search
volume of the keyword is significantly high."

What is the solution to this?

("SEO relevant") landing page

Filter pages
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